§ 250.2

14 CFR Ch. II (1–1–01 Edition)

Confirmed reserved space, means space
on a specific date and on a specific
flight and class of service of a carrier
which has been requested by a passenger and which the carrier or its
agent has verified, by appropriate notation on the ticket or in any other manner provided therefor by the carrier, as
being reserved for the accommodation
of the passenger.
Large aircraft means any aircraft that
has a passenger capacity of more than
60 seats.
Stopover means a deliberate interruption of a journey by the passenger,
scheduled to exceed 4 hours, at a point
between the place of departure and the
final destination.
Sum of the values of the remaining
flight coupons means the sum of the applicable one-way fares, including any
surcharges and air transportation
taxes, less any applicable discounts.
[ER–1306, 47 FR 52985, Nov. 24, 1982, as amended by ER–1337, 48 FR 29680, June 28, 1983]

§ 250.2 Applicability.
This part applies to every carrier, as
defined in § 250.1, with respect to flight
segments with large aircraft in (1)
interstate or overseas air transportation and (2) foreign air transportation originating at a point within the
United States.
§ 250.2a Policy
regarding
denied
boarding.
In the event of an oversold flight,
every carrier shall ensure that the
smallest practicable number of persons
holding confirmed reserved space on
that flight are denied boarding involuntarily.
§ 250.2b Carriers to request volunteers
for denied boarding.
(a) In the event of an oversold flight,
every carrier shall request volunteers
for denied boarding before using any
other boarding priority. A ‘‘volunteer’’
is a person who responds to the carrier’s request for volunteers and who
willingly accepts the carriers’ offer of
compensation, in any amount, in exchange for relinquishing the confirmed
reserved space. Any other passenger denied boarding is considered for purposes of this part to have been denied
boarding involuntarily, even if that

passenger accepts the denied boarding
compensation.
(b) If an insufficient number of volunteers come forward, the carrier may
deny boarding to other passengers in
accordance with its boarding priority
rules. However, the carrier may not
deny boarding to any passenger involuntarily who was earlier asked to volunteer without having been informed
about the danger of being denied boarding involuntarily and the amount of
Board-mandated compensation.
[ER–1337, 48 FR 29680, June 28, 1983]

§ 250.3

Boarding priority rules.

(a) Every carrier shall establish priority rules and criteria for determining
which passengers holding confirmed reserved space shall be denied boarding
on an oversold flight in the event that
an insufficient number of volunteers
come forward. Such rules and criteria
shall reflect the obligations of the carrier set forth in §§ 250.2a and 250.2b to
minimize involuntary denied boarding
and to request volunteers, and shall be
written in such manner as to be understandable and meaningful to the average passenger. Such rules and criteria
shall not make, give, or cause any
undue or unreasonable preference or
advantage to any particular person or
subject any particular person to any
unjust or unreasonable prejudice or
disadvantage in any respect whatsoever.
(b) [Reserved]
[ER–1306, 47 FR 52985, Nov. 24, 1982, as amended by ER–1337, 48 FR 29680, June 28, 1983]

§ 250.5 Amount of denied boarding
compensation for passengers denied boarding involuntarily.
(a) Subject to the exceptions provided in § 250.6, a carrier as defined in
§ 250.1, shall pay compensation to passengers denied boarding involuntarily
from an oversold flight at the rate of
200 percent of the sum of the values of
the passenger’s remaining flight coupons up to the passenger’s next stopover, or if none, to the passenger’s final
destination, with a maximum of $400.
However, the compensation shall be
one-half the amount described above,
with a $200 maximum, if the carrier arranges
for
comparable
air
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